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Abstract
The role of a human assistant, such as receptionist, is to provide specific information to the public. Questions asked by the
public are often context dependent and related to the environment where the assistant is situated. Should similar behaviour
and questions be expected when a social robot offers the same assistant service to visitors? Would it be sufficient for the
robot to answer only service-specific questions, or is it necessary to design the robot to answer more general questions? This
paper aims to answer these research questions by investigating the question-asking behaviour of the public when interacting
with a question-answering social robot. We conducted the study at a university event that was open to the public. Results
demonstrate that almost no participants asked context-specific questions to the robot. Rather, unrelated questionswere common
and included queries about the robot’s personal preferences, opinions, thoughts and emotional state. This finding contradicts
popular belief and common sense expectations from what is otherwise observed during similar human–human interactions.
In addition, we found that incorporating non-context-specific questions in a robot’s database increases the success rate of its
question-answering system.

Keywords Human–robot interaction · Question-answering robot · Service robot · User study · In-the-wild study · User’s
experience

1 Introduction

Imagine you at the Louvre Museum in Paris and are being
assisted by the museum staff during your visit. Would you
ask to the tour guide “Do they believe in God” or “What is
the meaning of life”? Unless you wanted to mock the staff at
the museum, you would probably ask questions more related
to the specific context in which you are situated, say “Where
can I find the Mona Lisa painting”. However, what if a social
robot is designed to assist you during your visit? Would your
curiosity lead you to ask these kinds of questions? This study
investigated what type of questions people commonly ask
a social robot designed to assist them with a question and
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answering service during their visit at a university’s open
day1.

Anticipating human expectations in human–robot interac-
tion is fundamental to the successful design of a social robot,
as expectations affect users perception of robot capabilities
[1] and attribution of personality to the robot [2]. For exam-
ple, to design a social robot which can answer any questions
from a user, it is important to anticipate the questions a com-
mon user would ask. Previously, a large number of studies
attempted to understand how humans interact with a service
robot in a public space [3–5]. However, only few studies
looked into the type of questions people ask to a social robot
in a public space [6,7]. Finding an answer to this question can
help in improving the success rate of a question-answering
(QA) social robot as well as the user experience by providing
appropriate and satisfactory answers most of the time.

The success of a question-answering system partially
depends on technical aspects, for example, how accurately it

1 In some other regions of the world, such as USA, this may also be
referred to as “preview day” or “open house”
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detects speech and how good is the algorithm to match the
heard question with the types of questions it is familiar with.
One simple approach to match questions is to employ pre-
built repositories of question–answer pairs. These reposito-
ries can be used to predict the commonly asked questions for
the specific environment in which the system is situated, so
as to address them in a contextually correct, intuitive, timely
and socially natural way [8]. To address more general factual
questions from the public, this strategy can be extended to
seek for answers through domain-specific ontologies, web
crawling or open-domain question-answering systems, such
as IBM Watson2. However, when a QA system is to be
designed for a (physical) social robot, it adds another dif-
ficulty layer for questions answering due to the embodiment
factor [9–12] and physical presence [13,14], which can affect
users’ decision-making [15], thus potentially biasing users’
question-asking behaviour. Moreover, the novelty effect can
play a crucial role [16–19]. Indeed, during an interactionwith
a humanoid robot, it is possible that out of curiosity a user
may not only ask for service-related or context-specific ques-
tions, but also ask for questions about robot’s preferences,
personality and it’s behaviours, as has been found with con-
versational agents [20].

In this paper, we define “context-specific questions” as
those questions concerning facts, events, people, things and
information that are specific to the situated context and role
the robot is currently operating for. Additionally, we refer to
“non-context-specific questions” as all the other questions
that do not fit the present definition given for context-specific
questions. Furthermore, for the purposes of our study, we
define a QA social robot as a robot humanoid in shape
and designed specifically to socially interact with humans.
A basic dialogue management system to facilitate question
answering and the physical presence of this robot is pre-
sumed.

Designing an ideal question-answering system which can
appropriately address any question from a user is still a
present challenge. However, in this paper, it is not our aim to
provide a solution to this challenge by proposing a new QA
system having better performance. Rather, we believe that by
investigating the question-asking behaviour of people inter-
acting with a QA social robot we gather crucial insights to
facilitate the design and development of future QA social
robots. Therefore, our intention is to collect and analyse
question-asking behaviour of users interacting with a QA
social robot in a public event, so to gather a better understand-
ing of the types of questions commonly asked by people to a
social robot and assist the design of future social robot appli-
cations. This is particularly significant to design applications
that can maximise users’ enjoyment and users’ experience.
In addition, our intent is to study users’ question-asking

2 https://www.ibm.com/watson, accessed October 2020.

behaviour in real-world scenarios (as opposed to controlled
laboratory observations) and within real-world spaces (as
opposed to chatbots and other disembodied conversational
agents).

Therefore, our research question is, “for a QA social robot
hosted in a specific environment, what type of questions is a
common user likely to ask which should be incorporated in
the design of the QA system?”.

Estimating what information is usually sought by a user
is non-trivial. In most cases, it is unfeasible for a system
designer to come up with all the sorts of questions which an
ordinary user can ask. Therefore, our methodology is based
on conducting a user study to collect the questions while
a social robot performs the QA service for the real users.
However, the novelty of our approach is that a highly accurate
QA service is not needed. Instead, a moderately accurate QA
service is used to observe users’ real-world question-asking
behaviour. Moreover, we believe this is the first study where
a QA social robot is used in a university’s Open Day setting
to study users’ real-world question-answering behaviour.

In this study, we deployed Pepper robots in a university to
answer the queries about the university’s open day. The visi-
tors of the open day interacted with the robot at their ownwill
and asked questions of their choice. The users were framed
in the situated context of the open day. The robot listened
to the questions and tried to provide an appropriate answer
by using its QA system. Additionally, we deployed another
Pepper robot in a similar setting, except that the users were
from one of two user-groups. In one group, the users had
participated in an IT tour organised by the university tour
guides. At the end of the tour, the human tour guide offered
users the opportunity to ask any unanswered questions to
the QA social robot. The second group consisted of partic-
ipants spontaneously interacting with the robot but that had
not taken part in the IT tour. All questions asked by the users
and the post-interaction survey responses were recorded for
analyses.

Through our study, we found that people askedmany non-
context-specific questions to our QA social robots. Indeed,
people asked our social robots many questions about the
robots’ preferences, beliefs and capabilities.Hence,we found
that the success rate of the QA social robot system can
be increased significantly by predicting and incorporating
non-context-specific question–answer pairs in the robot’s
knowledge repository. Moreover, participation in a guided
tour did not have an effect in prompting the users to ask
context-specific questions. Furthermore, the survey results
showed users highly enjoyed interacting with the robots.
Moreover, the robot’s failure to answer a question did not
have an effect on users’ enjoyment ratings. Note that these
findings are limited to situations where a user interacts with a
social robot once in a single day public event (like, University
Open Day).
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The contributions of this paper are as follow,

– We have presented a method based on deploying a
question-answering robot in an in-the-wild setting to
collect data on users’ real-world question-answering
behaviour in a large public event.

– By presenting and discussing our findings (from the anal-
ysis of the collected data) we are contributing to assist the
design of question-answering social robots for the real-
world applications.

In Sect. 2, we explore works related to our present study.
Our hypotheses and methodology are explained in Sect. 3.
Section 4 discusses the design choices used in our experi-
ments. Section 5 provides the results and Sect. 6 the analyses.
We conclude the paper with a general discussion in Sect. 7,
and outline our conclusions, limitations and future work in
Sect. 8.

2 Related work

Traditionally, many researchers in the domain of natural lan-
guage processing proposed QA systems based on logical
reasoning and linguistic analyses [21]. Other researchers pro-
posed solutions based on semantic web [22,23]. Recently,
deep learning has dramatically improved the performance
of the QA systems [24,25], especially in the sub-domain of
visualQA [26,27]. The voice-assisted devices, likeAlexa and
Google Assistant, partially solve the problem by answering
questions for which the information can be retrieved from the
web [28,29]. Nevertheless, any state-of-the-art is far from an
ideal QA system.

There has been a substantial amount ofwork towardsmak-
ingQAsystems that deliver specific information requested by
a user. These systems are typically built to understand natu-
ral language questions and to also reply in natural language.
In the field there is relatively more literature available on
non-embodied or virtual conversational agents, sometimes
referred to as “chatbots”, compared to robots. This is mostly
due to the technologies earlier maturation and adoption.
For example, Kopp et al. [30] provided a detailed study on
a virtual-reality-based conversational agent, named “Max”,
used in a museum in Germany. The human avatar of Max
appeared on a static screen and provided visitors with the
information about museum. Also, it responded to the user’s
keyboard-based input with natural, verbal and non-verbal
feedback. In a sub-study, they analysed the categories of user-
questions and found some frequently asked questions similar
to ours. However, unlike our research question, they did not
specifically identify the proportions of context-specific and
non-context-specific questions.Moreover, the significant dif-
ference in our work is that we used an embodied social robot.

More recently, conversational agents have taken the form
of personal voice assistants, like Siri, Cortana and Google
Now. Luger et al. [31] found via a user study that proprietary
conversational agents frommany high tech companies failed
to meet user expectations due to lack of transparency about
the system’s capacity and intelligence. Sugiyama et al. [32]
developed a conversational agent that incorporated answers
to specific personality questions from a dialogue database
containing multiple personalities and reported that answer-
ing personality-specific questionswas effective in preventing
dialogue breakdown. This investigation was similar to our
study, however, it did not specifically test with a humanoid
social robot.

Previous work in HRI for robotic systems involving
speech has used human–human interaction as the basis for
dialogue. For example, Cantrell et al. [33] used human–
human interaction in a team search instructional task to create
their dialogue corpus for training. However, for work with
humanoid social robots, this may not yield the best dialogue
results due to the difference the physical presence of the
robot may bring to the conversation [13]. Cruz-Sandoval
et al. [34] recognised this issue and proposed the creation
of a HRI corpus for conversational dialogue for training
machine learning systems. They argue that human–human
conversations are insufficient inputs for creation of training
dialogue, reasoning that human–human conversation is dif-
ferent to human–robot conversation, due to humans adapting
their communication to the social interface and factors such
as embodiment and non-verbal language.Weconcurwith this
argument. Nevertheless, their work differs from ours due to
the nature of the dialogue capture, as they suggest to use a
Wizard of Oz (WoZ) system for the human–robot conversa-
tion generation. In our system we avoid posing the robot as
an intelligent agent, due to the subsequent conversations this
may stimulate. Instead, the robot informs users if it cannot
answer, and that the answer is not yet in it’s database, rein-
forcing it’s limited robotic nature and limiting subsequent
adaptions users may make if it was considered of greater
intelligence.

Similarly related work to ours which uses social robots
in the public to capture natural, human–robot interaction
dialogue, without use of a WoZ, is sparse. Ben-Youseff et
al. [35] have made publicly available a data set of sponta-
neous interactionswith a Pepper robot that contains dialogue.
This however was created for the purpose of studying and
predicting engagement by users and does not provide a
question–answer scenario, as used in our study.

Lee et al. [6,7] used a receptionist robot, roboception-
ist, to analyse human–robot dialogues. Their initial study [6]
showed that human–robot interaction varies from human–
human interaction, and giving the robot a personality with a
background and occupation can provide a common ground
for conversation. In a subsequent study [7], the authors
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showed that the user’s choice to greet or not to greet at the
start of an interaction can predict if the user will perceive
the robot as an information point or a human-like recep-
tionist. They found that the users who greeted the robot
perceived it more as a person (i.e. more robot-related and
person-related topics were discussed) and those who did not
greet treated the robot as an information kiosk. Our study
differs from the roboceptionist’s studies in the embodiment
of the robot, QA system design (single question answering
vs. dialogue scripts), duration of data collection (single day
vs. weeks of data) and the context (university’s open day
vs. no specific occasion). The roboceptionist had no arms,
a monitor with an avatar of human-like face, computerised
voice and keyboard-based question input. Also, the robot
was confined behind a desk. On the contrary, Pepper is a
state-of-the-art social humanoid robot designed to interact
with people in a social and intuitive way, by listening and
replying with voice, gestures, head movement and eye con-
tact.

Another similar study was done by Bohus et al. [36] at the
Microsoft Research Center at Richmond using a direction
providing NAO robot which spanned over a week. Simi-
lar to our findings they found that only a small percentage
of interactions were need-based engagements (i.e. genuine
direction-seeking interactions) and a majority of interactions
were driven by curiosity to test the robot’s ability. Our study
differs in that we have used amore advanced social robot, our
context is a one-day event and our users interacted with the
robot only once. These “first-time” users are those typically
expected from social robots deployed to provide services
in a public space. As such, our collected data can better
assist the design of such social robot applications in public
spaces.

Guo et al. [37] have performed a study most similar to
ours. They built a learning QA system on a Pepper robot
using IBM Watson Natural Language Classifier, trained to
the specific context of a robot concierge within their institu-
tion’s “ThinkLab”.While their technical system has parallels
to ours, their study focuses on the ability of their system
to learn new classes of questions, not on the type of ques-
tions to be expected from users “in the wild”. Indeed, our
study differs in that we specifically had participants who
were freely motivated to spontaneously interact with our QA
system, with no constraints on what questions they could
ask.

Indeed, our impetus for collecting questions has been not
only to create a knowledge repository of non-context-specific
questions, but also to craft appropriate answers that assist
creation of an enjoyable experience with a QA social robot.
Previouswork suggests for HRI design and social acceptance
that creation of enjoyment expressly be considered, not just
ease of functional use [38].

3 Hypotheses andmethod

3.1 Hypotheses

Our objective is to investigate our research question by eval-
uating three hypotheses.

Firstly, from our previous in-the-wild studies investigat-
ing social robots applications deployed in public spaces we
observed that people asked a non-negligible amount of non-
context-specific questions to the robot. For example, when
we deployed a Pepper robot, enabled by a Wizard of Oz
(WoZ) style question-answering service, at the entrance of
our university’s main building or whenwe deployed a Pepper
robot, enabled by a question-answering service very similar
to the one used in this study, to answer questions by the
visitors of RoboCup 20183, we found a majority of ques-
tions were non-context-specific. Therefore, we base our first
hypothesis on this observation.

H1:Asignificant amount of questions asked to aQAsocial
robot, deployed in a public space, would be non-context-
specific.

Secondly, previous works show that people’s interactions
with robots can be driven by the curiosity to test the robot’s
abilities [36] and thatwhen the robot is perceived as a human-
like agent, the dialogues between people and such robot
include topics concerning the robot’s preferences, events,
beliefs and thoughts [7]. Therefore, if the amount of non-
context-specific questions asked by people to a QA social
robot is indeed significant, we will expect to see that a QA
social robot designed to answer such questions would have a
significantly higher success rate as compared to a QA social
robot only targeting context-specific or service-related ques-
tions.

H2: For a QA social robot, being able to answer non-
context-specific questions will significantly increase the QA
system’s success rate (i.e. the ratio of correct to incorrect
answers).

Thirdly, we believe that in general it is fair to expect that
people who encounter the robot within a frame of participa-
tion in a specific activity will ask more questions concerning
such activity or context. For example, people taking part in a
tour of a museum would more likely ask the (human) guide
questions that remained unanswered during the tour or addi-
tional information concerning the museum; especially if the
guide invites them to. Should we expect a similar behaviour
if the framed users are offered to ask questions to a social
robot instead?

H3: Users interacting with a QA social robot after partic-
ipating in a specific framing activity are more likely to ask
context-specific questions, as compared to users not attend-
ing such activity.

3 http://2018.robocup.org/, accessed October 2020.
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3.2 Method

To test the above hypotheses, we employed a simple method-
ology. Our method is based on designing a functional
question-answering service for a social robot and deploy-
ing it in a real-world scenario to collect users’ questions
and performing post-study analysis on the collected data to
determine the types of users’ questions. Therefore, we first
designed a question-answering service for the Pepper robot.
We ensured the robot was able to a) perform the start-to-
end interaction with the humans and b) answer some of the
users’ questions. Note, designing a highly accurate service is
not needed in our methodology. The implementation details
of the service are provided in Sect. 4.2.

Next, we deployed the robot to use the service with the
end-users under the real-world settings. In our methodology,
the control over a user’s interaction with the robot was kept
to a minimum. This is in contrast to the typical laboratory
settings, which are usually controlled and based on strict pro-
tocols for the users. As mentioned in Sect. 4, the robots were
hosted in publicly accessible places and a simple instruction
was given to the users before the interaction.

Finally, the users’ questions were analysed in a post-study
exercise.

4 Experimental design

We conducted our experiment during the University of Tech-
nology Sydney (UTS) open day. Specifically, our robots
were exhibited in the Faculty of Engineering and Information
Technology (FEIT) building.

During the open day at FEIT building, the university
offered several information sessions for FEIT degrees. In
addition, research groups exhibited technologies available at
the FEIT building and offered workshops on IT and Engi-
neering topics. The faculty also offered several guided tours
during the day: IT tours and Engineering tours.

The study and the methodology discussed in this paper
were approved by the UTS ethics committee.

4.1 Robot platform

For our study, we employed three Pepper4 robots (Fig. 1).
We placed the first Pepper robot (Robotgreet ) at the entrance
of FEIT building. This robot welcomed people by waving at
them and promoting the university and its open day activities.
The second robot (Robotexhibi t ) was placed on the exhibition
level, togetherwith other technologies and interactive experi-
ences available for the audience. Finally, we placed the third

4 https://www.softbankrobotics.com/emea/en/pepper, accessed Octo-
ber 2020.

robot (Robottour ) in a classroom situated on a different level.
This classroom was also the last stop of the IT tour.

Wedid not employRobotgreet to collect data for our exper-
iment. Indeed, this robot focused on promoting Robotexhibi t

on the exhibition level and the IT tour (people ended their
tour by interacting with Robottour ). Therefore, Robotgreet ’s
goal was to maximise the number of interactions between
the guests and the other two robots, so to increase the sample
size of the collected questions.

Robotexhibi t area was surrounded by colourful display
banners inviting people to interact with the robot (i.e. “Meet
a robot” and a large cardboard banner of a standing Pepper
robot). People had to queue in order to access the robot for a
one-to-one interaction.

We placed Robottour in a separate classroom at the end of
the IT tour to perform an additional analysis, investigating if a
different framing context can impact on the type of questions
asked by people to the robot. People were able to either pop
in the classroom at any time and wait for their turn to interact
with the robot, similarly to Robotexhibi t , or they visited the
classroom after taking part in the IT tour. When each IT tour
was about to conclude, the classroom was made inaccessible
to other members of the public so as to prevent interactions
between the two groups.

Robotexhibi t andRobottour offered thevery samequestion-
answering service and used the same tablet user interface
to collect participants’ survey responses. An example of
human–robot interaction setup used in this study is shown
in Fig. 1. The same interaction setup was used for both
Robotexhibi t and Robottour .

4.2 Question-answering service

The question-answering service provided by Robotexhibi t

and Robottour consisted of the following steps: (i) listening
to the question of the participant; (ii) processing the question
with Google Speech-to-Text cloud service5 to obtain the text
transcription of the spoken question; iii) looking up for the
question on the robot’s knowledge base so to rank the entries
by similarity; iv. A) directly answering to the participant by
using the answer from a question in the knowledge base hav-
ing highest similarity, if above a certain threshold, or iv. B)
telling to the participant that a perfect match for that question
was not available in the knowledge base, but that an answer to
a closer questionwas found, if below the threshold6; v) asking
to the participant if he/she is willing to ask another question.
If the participant answered “Yes” the process repeated from
step (i), otherwise the interaction ended by thanking the par-
ticipant and asking them to answer a quick survey question.

5 https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/, accessed October 2020.
6 In this situation, the robot waited for the participant’s confirmation
before proceeding answering
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Fig. 1 An example of how users interacted with the robot. The users
stood in front of the robot at a convenient distance (which they decided
by themselves). The tablet attached to the robot is used to display anima-
tions to represent robot’s internal state (such as “listening”, “processing”
or “speaking”), alongside captions to help user read what robot just said
(in case the user did not hear properly), and button(s) to record input
about a question.

Note, the robots used synthetic voice to produce speech in
steps iv and v.

To collect the participants’ questions, we employed audio
recorders stuck on the back of the robot’s tablet. People were
informed about their audio being recorded and they under-
stood that by interactingwith the robot they provided consent
for collecting their audio recordings for our study. However,
participants did not know the final aim of the study. At the
beginning of every interaction, the robot welcomed the user
and repeated the current time in hours, minutes and seconds.
We used this information to assign a unique ID to the current
session/participant (e.g. the speech “12 hours, 35 minutes
and 36 seconds” became the session ID 123536). We mainly
used this informationwhile transcribing the audio recordings
from the external microphone. It facilitated us in determin-
ing which question in the recording belongs to which user.
We also assigned a progressive unique question ID to all the
questions correctly recorded during the interactions.

To adhere to our development approach of short, test and
learn iterations, and with the goal of software agility, we con-
structed a knowledge repository of common questions and
their answers, and employed a simple matching mechanism.
Over a series of previous robot demonstrations in several
environments and occasions, we have noted common ques-
tions asked by members of the public. We then manually
compose answers to those questions and identify key-words
that might also be appropriate to trigger that response. When
the robot is asked a question, the question is transcribed
using Google Speech-to-Text and that output is converted

into a phonetic form using the Double Metaphone algo-
rithm [39]. A minimum edit distance metric is used to find a
high-similarity question in the knowledge repository and the
corresponding answer is used.Where no similar question can
be found, the system defaults to a simple match based on the
presence of identified key-words. It is important to remark
that this study is not aiming to measure the performance
of our present question-answering service by comparing it
with other available algorithms. Instead, the objective of this
study is to acquire information on the type of questions com-
monly asked to a QA social robot by the public, so to suggest
directions for boosting its success rate and increasing user’s
experience, enjoyment and satisfaction.

4.3 Experimental settings

To investigate the typeof questions that our participants asked
to the robots, we did not employ any independent variables.
The question-answering application was the same for both
Robotexhibi t and Robottour and the researchers introduced
both the robots as an opportunity to ask them any question
they wanted to ask and getting an answer to their questions.
The instruction given to the users of Robotexhibi t was “ask
any questions to the robot”. Each participant interacted once
with either Robotexhibi t or Robottour .

People attending the IT tour and interactingwithRobottour

were offered the chance to ask any question they wanted to
the robot as well. However, the human tour guide instructed
the users at the final stop of the tour (i.e. the classroom with
the robot) “ask to the robot any questions that you have
had, instead of asking such questions to me (the human tour
guide)”. “Tour” vs. “no tour” was the independent variable
we used for testing our third hypothesis (H3).

4.4 Participants

The participants of our study were guests visiting the FEIT
building during the university’s open day. They were free
to interact with the robot and signage surrounding the robots
warned the participants that by interactingwith the robot their
audio would be recorded and that by interacting they give the
consent to collect non-identifiable audio for a research study,
as per the methodology approved by the university’s ethics
committee. Additionally, participant information sheetswere
provided.

The demographic at the event was composed in the major-
ity of young adults and their parents. For this study, we did
not collect the age groups of our participants, but only their
gender, which was annotated by the researchers while listen-
ing and transcribing the audio recordings.

A total of 85 participants took part in our study. For some
of them, the audio devices failed in recording their ques-
tions, but the QA system was able to correctly transcribe the
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Table 1 Gender distribution of the participants of our study.

Gender Robotexhibi t Robottour Overall
tour no tour

Male 32 10 7 49

Female 24 3 4 31

N/A 5 0 0 5

Total 61 13 11 85

questions by mean of Google Speech-to-Text service. We
annotated the gender of such participants as “not available”
(N/A). Table 1 summarises the allocation of our participants
by robot and, for Robottour , the allocation in either “tour” or
“no tour” conditions. Note that we have provided gender dis-
tribution in Table 1 to show that the sample was not biased
towards any gender. For example, there were 39% female
users in case of Robotexhibi t and 29% female users in case of
Robottour . It shows that the representation of both genders
was though not balanced but also not biased.

4.5 Measures

In this study, we measured: (a) the type of questions asked to
our robots and (b) the participant’s enjoyment for using the
provided service.

4.5.1 Question type

To assign the questions to either the class “context-specific”
or “non-context-specific”, we first assigned each question to
a specific question template. One of the researchers of this
study, generated 98 distinct question templates by observ-
ing the questions asked by the users. The templates were
designed to fit the various forms of the same query. The cri-
teria for grouping queries within a single template were the
following:

1 The queries assigned to a single template can all be
acceptably answered with the same answer;

2 A query is assigned to a pre-existing template only if
the query can be assigned to it after adapting the pre-
existing template with optional insertions or exclusive
alternatives that do not dramatically alter the structure of
the pre-existing template.

To better understand rule 2, consider the following exam-
ples. The query “Hello, how are you?” can be initially
assigned to the template “hello how are you”. If a new query
“how are you?” is observed, this new query can fit the previ-
ous template by adapting it with an optional insertion, thus
becoming “[hello] how are you”, where the square brack-
ets indicate an optional part of the template. Similarly, the

query “Where is classroom?” can be initially assigned to the
template “where is classroom”. When the query “How can
I get to classroom?” is observed, the pre-existing template
can be adapted with an exclusive alternative, thus becoming
“(where is | how can I get to) classroom”, where the pipe
character separates exclusive valid alternatives for the con-
sidered template.

Also, note that the only exception to rule 1 is if the queries
assigned to the same template will require different answers
but these answers can be exhaustively computed by a single
function. This is the case of simple mathematical questions
like “What is 1 + 1?” or “what is the square root of 2?” fitting
the template “what is [the] $math_formula”. This template
can be answered by parsing the mathematical formula from
the query and returning its solution.

After having each question assigned to a template, each
template was assigned to a code describing the nature of the
query. This coding technique is similar to the methodology
proposed by Mutlu and Forlizzi [40] and is based on the
grounded theory [41–43]. The researcher who generated the
templates, also identified four codes that were able to clas-
sify the templates in mutually exclusive groups. Specifically,
these codes helped in identifying if the question asked was
to seek context-specific information or not. Below are the
descriptions for these codes:

1 Dialogue openings / closings (DOC): Expressions that
are used to open and close a dialogue and they do not
reallymean to ask for an information or they do not expect
an answer in return (i.e. commonly accepted expressions
to start or end the conversation).

– Example: [hi] how are you [going] [today]

2 Role oriented (RO):Queries seeking information or opin-
ions expected by the professional role of the robot in
the considered context. That is, for the university study,
queries asking information about the university, the life
at the university, opinions about the university and other
universities, the spaces at the university and information
to move within the university during the event. For the
hospital, queries asking for directions, for services inside
and in the immediate proximity of the hospital, seeking
assistance to find or contact patients or seeking medical
assistance.

– Example: how old is this building

3 Factual knowledge (FK): Queries asking for information
that can be retrieved online (for example from Google),
through computations or that is of common knowledge
and not directly expected by the professional role of the
robot in the considered context.

– Example: what is the closest planet to earth
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4 Robot directed (RD): Queries asking for information or
opinions not expected by the professional role of the
robot and that can only be answered by consulting a
local knowledge base of the robot containing information
about the robot, everyday robot’s activities, its opinions,
its beliefs, its skills, its features, its social connections,
its preferences, its motivations, its goals, its mental states
and its drives. This code is also used to classify com-
mands, requests or permissions made by the user to the
robot that are not expected by the professional role of the
robot in the considered context.

– Example: where were you (made | born)

Other three researchers of this study were asked to inde-
pendently code the templates with the four identified codes.
We then tested the coding consistency by performing a
Cohen’s κ analysis on the obtained codings. There was a sub-
stantial agreement between the three researchers, κ = 0.725,
p< 0.001. In fact, only 26 templates of the generated 98were
coded differently by the research team. We resolved the dis-
agreements for the 26 templates with a discussion and, as a
result, we adapted the criteria to resolve the final misinter-
pretations and reach an agreement. The adaptations made to
the criteria are stressed in italics in the list presented above.

These four codes helped in identifying the types of ques-
tions asked to our robots. Only the questions coded as RO
were considered as context-specific. Rest of the three codes
belonged to non-context-specific class of questions. Within
the non-context-specific class, we have further division. The
questions coded as FKare named “Googleable” and the ques-
tions coded as DOC or RD are named “Others”.

4.5.2 Participant’s enjoyment

Wemeasured the participant’s enjoyment bymean of a single
question. We asked: “Did you enjoy interacting with me?”
We collected responses using a five-item Likert scale: (1) not
at all, (2) very little, (3) neutral, (4) somewhat, (5) to a great
extent.

We decided to employ this single question instead of more
accurate but longer questionnaires measuring dimensions of
users’ satisfaction for at least two reasons. Firstly, as already
mentioned before, the main objective of this study is to col-
lect, classify and analyse questions that people ask to QA
social robots. Thus, we wanted to gauge only a preliminary
understanding of people’s overall enjoyment to understand
if our application was mainly leading to a positive or nega-
tive user experience. Secondly, the nature of the environment
in which the study was situated discouraged us to involve
our participants in thorough questionnaires. Our participants
were guests of the open day and it was not our intention to

Table 2 Questions asked by our participants

Type of Question Recorded Attempted Correct

Context-specific 15 (8.38%) 12 3

Googleable 43 (24.02%) 37 14

Others 121 (67.59%) 103 65

Total 179 (100%) 152 82

prevent them from spending their time in other activities by
instead asking to fill time-consuming questionnaires.

4.6 Inclusion criteria of collected data

4.6.1 Question type

To measure the type of questions asked by people to our
social robot, we included in the analyses any question asked
by the participants to the robot that was either recorded with
our audio devices or correctly transcribed by Google Text-
to-Speech. That includes also: (a) those questions that were
asked to the robot while the robot was not ready to listen
yet; (b) those questions that the robot was not able to pro-
cesswithGoogleSpeech-to-Text (i.e.GoogleSpeech-to-Text
did not return a transcription within a timeout) or (c) those
questions that the robot was not able to process because the
application, or the robot, crashed while attempting in pro-
cessing them. However, questions falling in category (a), (b)
or (c) were excluded when measuring the accuracy of our
question-answering application, since those questions were
not processed by the system and we do not have data to
decide if the robot would have been able or unable to cor-
rectly answer them with our knowledge repository.

4.6.2 Availability of participant’s feedback

We included in the analyses of participant’s enjoyment only
those participants that answered the post-interaction question
necessary tomeasure their enjoyment, namely77participants
out of the 85 that took part in the study.

5 Results

From our 85 participants, we recorded a total of 179 ques-
tions. Our robots were able to process and attempt answering
152 questions and 82 of them (53.94%) received a correct
answer. Table 2 summarises the type of questions collected
from our participants and the system’s success rate.

Note, an answer was considered correct if a) transcription
by Google Speech-to-Text was considered correct (however,
not needed to be exactly the same) b) the transcribed question
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Table 3 Examples of correct and wrong attempts.

From Audio
Recording

Google’s
Transcription

Best Match from Database Correct

How old is this
building

How are you feeling How are you feeling No

who invented you who invented you Who owns you No

[robot_name] what’s
the meaning of life
I mean real life

[robot_name] what’s
the meaning of life
I mean real life

What’s the meaning of life Yes

Where are we right
now

Where are we Where are we Yes

and the best matched question from the database were sim-
ilar. The researchers of this study performed these checks
by going through the logs in an ad hoc manner. A simple
rule was followed while making these checks. If the context
of the question from audio recording and the question from
database is the same then it was marked correct, otherwise
incorrect. Since the answers to each question in the database
were added by the researchers, it was implied that if the robot
understands a question correctly then the answer it provides
should also be correct, and vice versa. Some examples of
marking an attempt as correct or incorrect are provided in
Table 3. For example, in the second example in Table 3,
the question from the audio recording, “who invented you”,
had a different context from the question fetched from the
database, “who owns you”. On the other hand, in the third
and the fourth example in Table 3, the best matched ques-
tions from the database had somewordsmissing compared to
the audio recorded questions, nevertheless themissing words
did not change the context of the questions. Therefore, those
matches were considered correct.

We further grouped the questions by their templates. This
allowed us to investigate the most commonly used templates
during our study. Table 4 lists the identified templates, group-
ing under the template “singletons” the questions having a
topic asked only once during the study.

Importantly, only two of the questions classified as
context-specific by the assessors were asked twice. Similar
questions are marked by a number in superscript in the list
below. Rest of the context-specific questions were asked a
single time during the study (i.e. they were all singletons).
Those questions were:

1 Does UTS have scholarships?
2 Where is the toilet?1

3 How old is this building?
4 where is the bathroom?1

5 is UTS a good university?*
6 where is the closest staircase?2

7 where’s the closest staircase?2

8 what is engineering?

9 what’s the answer to HEC questions?
10 is [name of another Australian university] a bad univer-

sity?
11 where is UTS?
12 what do you know about UTS?
13 Where are we right now?
14 How old is UTS?
15 What do you like about UTS?*

We can notice that even within these questions annotated
as context-specific, we still have some questions asking to the
robot to express its beliefs or preferences. Such questions are
marked in the above list with an asterisk (*).

Furthermore, in Table 5, we provide a summary of the
collected questions excluding dialogue initiators or termina-
tors (DOC). We will use these additional results for further
analyses in Sect. 6.1.

We counted the number of questions that each participant
asked to the robot during a single interaction. Themajority of
people (59, 69.41%) asked only one or two questions before
ending the interaction with the robot (respectively, 38, 45%,
and 21, 25%, participants). As an upper bound, 7 was the
maximum number of questions asked by a single participant.
This frequency level was reached only once during the entire
study. Figure 2depicts the distributionof number of questions
asked by each single participant.

Table 6 summarises the frequencies of each type of ques-
tion limited to the interactions with Robottour and divided
by tour condition (i.e. tour vs no tour). Table 7 presents the
number of participants interacting with Robottour and asking
at least a context-specific question divided by tour condition.
Even in this case, the proportion of questions for each type
seems to be aligned with what we found for the overall study,
namely that only a small percentage of people asked context-
specific questions to our QA social robot. In “tour” condition
two participants and in “no tour” condition only a single par-
ticipant asked a context-specific question to the robot.

Finally, Table 8 shows the descriptive statistics for the per-
ceived level of users’ enjoyment, as per scores collected from
77 of the 85 participants taking part in this study. The table
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Table 4 Questions asked, ranked by templates

Rank Question template # %

1 [hi | hello | so] what (is | s) your name 22 12.29

2 [hi] how are you [going] [today] 9 5.02

what (is | s) $math_formula 9 5.02

3 how old are you [banana] 8 4.46

4 (what | how) (is | s) the weather [of today | today] 7 3.91

5 can (we (do handshake | shake hands) | you shake (my hand | hands [with me]) | I shake your 6 3.35

hands | shake my hand)

6 who ((invented | made) you | is your creator) 5 2.79

7 (what | which) is your favourite colour 4 2.23

[$robot_name] (what is the | is there a) meaning of life [I mean real life] 4 2.23

8 what (is today’s day | day is today) 3 1.67

who is (the prime minister of australia | australia’s prime minister) 3 1.67

9 tell me a joke 2 1.11

([can you please tell me] where is the | I want to go to the) [public] (toilet | bathroom) 2 1.11

[in the ground floor] [please]

how many languages [do] you speak 2 1.11

where (is | s) the closest staircase 2 1.11

how tall are you 2 1.11

where were you (made | born) 2 1.11

(can I have | give me) a high five 2 1.11

do you like your (team | creators) 2 1.11

who are you 2 1.11

[can you] dance 2 1.11

do you believe in god 2 1.11

(do you think its is going to | will it) rain today 2 1.11

11 Singletons 75 41.89

Table 5 Questions asked by our participants (excluding dialogue open-
ings and closings)

Type of Question Recorded Attempted Correct

Context-specific 15 (8.82%) 12 3

Googleable 43 (25.29%) 37 14

Others 112 (65.88%) 94 57

Total 170 (100%) 143 74

offers the statistics separated in two groups: (i) participants
that received at least a wrong answer by the robot and (ii)
participants that did not receive any wrong answer by the
robot during their interaction.

6 Analyses

In this section, we will provide the analyses to our results
by looking at the type of questions collected, the success

Fig. 2 Number of participants grouped by the number of asked ques-
tions during their interactions

rate of the discussed QA system and the level of enjoyment
estimated from the post-interaction question.

6.1 Question type and success rate

From Table 2, we can clearly see that people did not ask
many context-specific questions. Indeed, we collected only
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Table 6 Questions asked by our participants when interacting with
Robottour

Type of Question Tour No tour

Context-specific 2 (8.33%) 1 (4.35%)

Googleable 7 (29.17%) 6 (26.08)

Others 15 (62.5%) 16 (69.56%)

Total 24 (100%) 23 (100%)

Table 7 Number of participants interacting with Robottour and asking
context-specific questions in the framing study conditions

Did the participant ask a Tour No tour
context-specific question?

Yes 2 (15.38%) 1 (9.09%)

No 11 (84.61%) 10 (90.91)

Total 13 (100%) 11 (100%)

15 context-specific questions over a total of 179 questions,
which equals to only a 8.38% of the total collected questions.
There was a significant difference between the proportions
of context-specific and non-context-specific questions asked
to the robot (χ2 = 124.03, p < .00001)7. Even by excluding
the dialogue initiators and terminators from the study, as sum-
marised in Table 5, we only reach a 8.82% frequency level
for context-specific questions. The difference still remains
significant between the two proportions (χ2 = 115.29,
p < .00001)8. Therefore, our first hypothesis (H1) that
a significant amount of questions (approximately 91% of
the questions) asked to the robot are non-context-specific
is accepted.

Let us assume to have an ideal QA social robot able to
answer any context-specific question that was correctly pro-
cessed and attempted by the robot with a 100% success rate.
Let us also assume that this ideal system can also answer
any other non-context-specific factual question (i.e. FK) (e.g.
“What’s the colour of the sea?”). Assume also that this ideal
QA social robot was not designed to answer other questions
like robot-directed ones (i.e. RD), such as personal prefer-
ences and opinions (e.g. “What is your favourite colour?”).
We denote this ideal QA system with “QA service oracle”.
This ideal QA system is depicted as a service robot in Fig.
3. In addition, let us assume that the population sampled in
this study is a representative subset of the whole population
of users interacting with a QA social robot (at least at the
present moment in time). Given those assumptions, we can
measure the performance of such ideal QA service oracle

7 Chi-square goodness of fit test was used. Observed frequencies were
15 and 164 and the expected frequencies were both 89.5.
8 Observed frequencies were 15 and 155 and the expected frequencies
were both 85.

by counting all the context-specific and Googleable ques-
tions collected in this study and attempted by the robot in
the present study as hits, and all the other remaining ques-
tions asked and attempted by the robot as misses. By doing
so, in our scenario this ideal QA system can only achieve a
32.23% success rate (12 + 37 = 49 over 152 questions). Now,
let us consider our QA social robot designed in such a way
to include in its knowledge repository also robot-directed
questions and other non-context-specific questions that we
included from observed human–robot interactions in previ-
ous studies. Such a QA robot is depicted as a social robot in
Fig. 3. By considering the questions for which the QA sys-
tem attempted an answer in the present study, we achieved
a success rate of 53.94% (82 over 152 questions), which
is 1.67 times the expected success rate for the ideal QA
service oracle. Even when excluding the dialogue initiators
from our study (see Table 5), the ideal QA service oracle can
only achieve a 34.26% success rate (49 over 143 questions),
whereas our designed QA social robot achieved 51.74% suc-
cess rate (74 over 143 questions). We conducted a pairwise
proportions z-test analysis testing the success rate of the ideal
QA service oracle against our actual QA system’s success
rate. We found that the two success rates significantly differ
(p < 0.001 including DOC and p = .00278 when excluding
DOC), thus validating our second hypothesis (H2).

As discussed in Sect. 5 that 38 users asked only one ques-
tion during their interaction with the robot. One may wonder
why would a participant new to the robot would ask only one
question? Therefore, we analysed those single questions. We
found that half of them (19 out of 38) were answered cor-
rectly. Therefore, this user behaviour cannot be attributed to
the accuracy of the QA service because 19 users ended the
interaction even after having the correct answers for their
questions. Moreover, 11 of them were dialogue initiators,
and none of them were contextual questions. It shows that
those participants were most likely not interested in asking
contextual questions.We believe those participantswanted to
test the robot’s technology for which asking a single question
was sufficient. Note that the process of asking questions and
getting answers was identical for any number of questions.

6.2 Tour guide framing effect

Given our small sample for the framing study, we conducted
a Fisher’s Exact test to compare the two considered con-
ditions (tour vs no tour) as per results presented in Table
7. The relation between number of participants asking at
least one context-specific question and tour framing con-
dition was not significant, p = 1.000. Therefore, we do
not have enough evidence to validate our third hypothesis
(H3), namely that framing participants with a specific activ-
ity within the context in which the robot is employed can lead
to more context-specific questions from users.
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Table 8 Descriptive statistics of
users’ enjoyment

(i) With misses (ii) Without misses (i + ii) Overall

Number 52 (67.53%) 25 (32.47%) 77 (100%)

Mean 4.154 4.44 4.247

Median 4 5 4

StDev 0.802 0.87 0.83

Fig. 3 At the top, showing the three categories of questions considered
in our analyses. At the bottom, showing two scenarios, a service robot
which replies by finding the fact from the web, and a social robot which

replies as per the design of its personality. The service robot’s reply
shown is the top answer from Google’s featured snippet API for the
query “do you like blue color?” (accessed on October 2020).

6.3 Participant’s enjoyment

By looking at Table 8, we see a positive trend on partici-
pant’s enjoyment level. From a scale of 1 (not at all enjoyed)
to 5 (enjoyed to a great extent) the means of all the consid-
ered groups exceeds the score of 4. We compared the level
of enjoyment of those participants that experienced at least a
system’s miss during the interaction with the robot (column
(i) in Table 8) and those that did not experience any system’s
miss (column (ii) in Table 8) by employing a Matt–Whitney
test for unpaired data obtaining a p value of 0.0634. There-
fore, we do not have enough evidence to demonstrate that
failure in answering users’ questions significantly decreases
the perceived level of users’ enjoyment of the robot applica-

tion. Nevertheless, the p value indicates the presence of the
“marginal effect”9.

7 Discussion

Our results presented in Sect. 6.1 validate our first hypoth-
esis (H1). As expected, a very large number of questions
asked to the robot were non-context-specific. The results
presented in Sect. 6.1 also validate our second hypothesis
(H2), namely that a QA social robot predicting and cor-
rectly answering also non-context-specific questions (which

9 As pointed out in Reference [44], the “marginal effects” are also
important in human–robot studies. They are referred to as “trends”, i.e.
when 0.05 < p < 0.1.
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includes robot-related questions) would experience a signif-
icant boost on the success rate of its QA system. In fact,
the majority of questions asked by the university’s visitors
to the QA social robot were requests for the robot’s opin-
ions and preferences. Only a very small number of them
were context-specific or answerable by an intelligent system
like Google Web Search or IBM Watson. In addition, some
of the questions assessed as context-specific by the indepen-
dent assessors asked the robot for opinions or judgements. By
comparing the expected success rate of an ideal QA service
oracle to our actual implementation we found that including
non-context-specific questions in the question–answer pairs
repository of a QA social robot can significantly increase the
success rate of the QA system.

We believe these results will remain valid for environ-
ments similar to a university’s open day. These are the
environments where people come to explore or entertain. For
example, if a QA social robot is deployed at the reception of
a conference or at a product’s promotional event, or at the
entrance of a concert, one can expect similar question-asking
behaviour from the users (i.e. asking mostly non-context-
specific questions). On the other hand, if the robot is situated
in an environment where the need for a service is urgent or
highly desirable, then this type of question-asking behaviour
by the users will not be expected. Instead, in those scenarios,
we would expect the majority of questions to be context-
specific. For example, if a QA social robot is deployed at
the reception of a hospital, or at the counter of a visa centre,
then it is likely that users would ask mostly service-specific
questions.

It is important to note that the results reported in Sect. 6.1
differ from the results reported in some of the previous stud-
ies [6,7]. Lee et al. reported higher rates of context-specific
or information seeking questions (40-50%), however, with
no mention whether those were asked in the first or one of
many interactions. It is likely that the users had overcome
the curiosity about the robot, if they had any, in the initial
interaction(s), and subsequently they interacted only when
they needed some information. However, the details of the
first and the subsequent interactions were not discussed sepa-
rately in thework of Lee et al. [6,7].Moreover, the higher rate
of context-specific questions can be attributed to their cod-
ing of information seeking or instrumental questions which
included the information about weather, date and time, in
addition to the information about location, event, person,
which is not the case in our study. Nevertheless, a majority of
questions in those studies were non-context-specific, which
highlights the need to answer such questions to increase the
success rate of a QA social robot. Finally, QA social robots
deployed in public spaces are expected to encounter many
“first-time” users visiting the space and the robot for the first
time and, as such, they must be able to predict non-context-
specific questions asked by users out of their curiosity.

Additionally, our results from the analysis in Sect. 6.2
suggest that even framing users by situating them in a more
context-specific activity, it seems to not impact on the ques-
tions people ask a QA social robot. However, a further
investigation in this direction is needed in order to test if
that is the case for different framing contexts. Nevertheless,
we believe situating the QA social robot in a more service-
focused environment will provide better framing to prompt
the users to ask more context-specific questions.

If we look at the achieved success rate within each single
class of questions, although our system was able to achieve
a 63.10% success rate (65 over 103) for the non-context-
specific questions, we achieved only the 37.83% of success
rate (14 over 37) for Googleable questions and a dramatic
25% success rate for context-specific questions. Failure to
answer most of the context-specific questions is obviously
one limitation of this work. However, the main reason for
this limitation is the difficulty in anticipating such questions.

When building the context-specific knowledge repository,
we involved organisers of the university open day as knowl-
edge domain experts. Hence, it should be expected that we
would have been able to answer at least some context-specific
questions. Instead, these results convey, that even by using
domain experts for predicting the context-specific questions
commonly asked by people in a specific domain, it is quite
difficult to include the questions that the robot would actually
encounter when performing it’s QA service. This difficulty
derives from the fact that such context-specific questions are:
(i) very limited in number during each testing iteration as
compared to non-context-specific questions, thus extending
the knowledge base only to a limited extent when using an
Agile and User-centred design approach [45], (ii) very diver-
sified topics, with each topic occurring only once during a
full test iteration (see the list of the collected context-specific
questions in Sect. 5), thus being highly unpredictable even
by domain experts, (iii) composed of hard to predict gram-
mar, conversely to other, robot-directed questions, which
follow amore structured grammar derived by social dialogue
norms and more easily predictable (e.g. “How are you?/How
are you doing?” or “What’s your favourite colour?/Which
is your favourite colour?”). Additionally, it indicates that
users’ context-specific questions to a QA social robot can
be different from the context-specific questions users ask
to a human service-person. Therefore, knowledge domain
experts might not be able to tell what type of questions users
would actually ask to a QA social robot. However, more
experiments are needed to understand the difference between
users’ context-specific questions for a QA social robot and a
human service-person.

In our experiments, people were able to ask any kind of
question independently of knowing if the robot was actually
capable or not to answer such question, and they were not
aware of our research methodology and questions categori-
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sation (context-specific vs non-context-specific). Therefore,
it is unlikely that their question-asking behaviour switched
from asking context-specific to non-context-specific ques-
tions during the interaction for reasons like robot failures or
the provision of unsatisfying answers.

The available literature [32,36] and our previous experi-
ence in deploying social robots applications for in-the-wild
studies, conferences and other events, has suggested that peo-
ple ask a non-negligible number of non-context-specific and
robot-directed questions. Hence, our question–answer pairs
repository had a large number of these type of questions and
ad hoc answers. This approach led our system to achieve
about 54% accuracy in an in-the-wild study during a public
university’s event.

Finally, as expected, when looking at participant’s enjoy-
ment we found that on average people provided a higher
score if they did not experience any system’s miss during the
interaction as compared to participants that experienced at
least one system miss. However, the provided analysis did
not find enough evidence to demonstrate that such difference
was significant. Additionally, it must be noted that asking the
user to answer the survey on the robot may have increased
positive responses, as per Media Equation theory [46] and
more recently Hoffman et al. [47]. Regardless, the overall
enjoyment was rated positively, with a more positive trend
for users that did not experience robot’s failures.

However, we believe that by increasing the sample size
and by employingmore comprehensive questionnaires inves-
tigating several dimensions of users’ enjoyment and sat-
isfaction we might be able to observe an effect between
QA system’s failure and dimensions of users’ enjoyment.
Indeed, Foster et al. [48] found that an efficient dialogue
of the robot and the successful completion of its tasks sig-
nificantly affected the perceived intelligence and likeability
of the robot. Furthermore, Lee et al. [49] found that when
the robot failed in a task all its ratings from users decreased
compared to when the robot was successful. These previous
findings and the trend of our present results give us motiva-
tion to further investigate the possible impact of a QA social
robot failure over users’ enjoyment and satisfaction.

Here, we also report that we conducted some analyses
comparing the question-asking behaviour by gender. How-
ever, we did not find any interesting trend or any significant
effect worth a mention in the results of this work. Similarly,
we also calculated the average interaction time for the partic-
ipants. However, we could not find any interesting results to
report. For example, the average time of interaction for the
total number of participants (avg = 123.47 sec, min = 49 sec,
max = 399 sec, SD = 74.3 sec) was almost the same as the
average time for the users of Robotexhibi t (avg = 126.27 sec,
min = 49 sec, max = 399 sec, SD = 80.1 sec) and the users
of Robottour (avg = 117.0 sec, min = 50 sec, max = 286 sec,
SD = 58.3 sec).

Our findings confirm that, conversely to that expected
from observation of human–human interaction, the physi-
cal, social presence and situated context of the robot leads
to a different question-asking behaviour of users, hence rein-
forcing the reasoning of Cruz-Sandoval [34], namely that
embodiment, degree of anthropomorphism and non-verbal
language affect the corpus used in conversational robot sys-
tems. Moreover, a similar conclusion was given by Lee et al.
[7] that the social norms found in human–human interactions
are not always followed during human–robot interactions.
From a perspective of improving human–robot interaction,
the implications of these findings are that the addition of
non-context-specific question-answering ability may enable
a more robust, successful and enjoyable service, therefore
enhancing the overall user’s experience.

As mentioned before, it is infeasible to list all sorts of
questions a user can ask. However, by conducting multiple
in-the-wild studies, like ours, the types of questions users ask
in a particular social setting (e.g. a public one-day event like
OpenDay) can bemodelled. In addition, if the scope of study
is limited to a specific domain (e.g. IT), then arguably the
performance measures (like, the accuracy of the QA system
and user satisfaction) can be improved.

It is worth mentioning, although no formal method was
followed, our robots were given a personality. It was done
by adopting a consistent tone while adding answers to the
questions in the robots’ database. We acknowledged that as
per [50] people interact with technology in a social manner,
and theymay unconsciously assign a personality to the robot.
Therefore, being a university representative, it was necessary
to cater to how the robot’s personality was perceived.

8 Conclusion

This study has given an insight into how human–robot inter-
actions for QA social robots may be improved. We found
users have least interest in asking context-specific questions
to a QA social robot situated in a public event, like a univer-
sity’s open day. Instead, usersmostly ask questionswhich are
robot-related or not related to the event. We also discovered
adding non-context-specific questions increases the success
of a QA system.

Our study presents some limitations. Firstly, our study
is specifically for humanoid social robots. Another robot
embodimentmay lead to adifferent question-askingbehaviour.
Secondly, as may be the case for HRI user studies, it is
emphasised that this finding is a “snapshot in time” and may
not hold once social robots are commonplace and success-
fully performing in society. Finally, we cannot exclude that
interacting users influenced the interaction of users currently
queuing and looking at users interactingwith the robot. How-
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ever, this is what expected in real in-the-wild social robots
applications deployed in public spaces.

Our future work will include testing different robot
personalities appropriate to the role of the robot and includ-
ing comprehensive measurement of user satisfaction and
enjoyment. Furthermore, running this study in different envi-
ronments and framing conditions may assist in producing
results that can be generalised to more application domains.
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